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Step 1: Preparing the Vehicle
Installation of your Adventure Graphic must be performed
in an air temperature that is no less than +40 oF (+5°C).
Heating the vehicle's interior will help the adhesion process
in cold weather.
Step 2: Preparing the Surface
Clean the surface with soap and water. (Note: do NOT use
a petroleum or lotion based cleaner OR household glass
cleaner such as Windex) Rinse with water and dry with a
clean cloth or towel. If glass has been treated with a
product such as Rain-X, use Bon-Ami Cleaning Powder or
Soft Scrub to remove the glass treatment. Isopropyl alcohol
is highly recommended to remove any remaining
contaminates as well as promote adhesion.
Step 3: Positioning and Preparing the Graphic
Using masking tape, secure the graphic in the precise
desired position over the glass. Determine the center of the
graphic and apply one or more strips of masking tape
vertically upon the graphic creating a hinge. Next, cleanly
cut away any excess material from the outside edge leaving
enough material to overlap the outside edge of glass.
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Rear WindowGRAPl-I'CS
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
Step 5: Applying the First Half of the Graphic
Holding the exposed graphic away from the glass,
begin to squeegee the graphic down at the center
hinge. Use short overlapping vertical strokes with the
squeegee. Allow the squeegee to do the application
one stroke at a time. Be sure not to tug or pull on the
graphic. Continue working towards the outside edge
from the center.

Step 6: Applying the Second Half of the Graphic
Now, remove the center masking tape hinge and any
other remaining tape. From the center, remove the
remaining release liner, exposing the black adhesive.
Squeegee down the second half of the graphic using
the same methods as were used on the first half.
Step 7: Finishing Touches
Trim away any excess material from around the
outside edge of the glass with an Exacto or Snappy
knife. Be careful not to cut the trim or rubber seal.
Finally, protect the edges by using a Sea lit Pen
around the outside of the graphic.

Step 4: Beginning the Application
Release one side of the graphic from the glass while
keeping your center hinge intact. Pull the released side of
the graphic back over the masking tape hinge. Next, you
will separate the release liner from the graphic. To do this,
sandwich the outside edge of the graphic between two
pieces of masking tape. Carefully separate the two pieces
of tape. Repeat this step until the black adhesive side
releases from the liner. (Note: Due to the irregular edges
of the material, please use care in this step) Pull the
release liner away and cut it off as close to your hinge as
possible. Make sure the adhesive does not touch the glass
until you are prepared to squeegee the graphic down.

Caring for your Graphic
Sliding Rear Window Cabs - We recommend waiting one full
week before sliding the window after installation.
Car Washing - Avoid washing your graphic for one full week
following the installation.
Power Washing - At a manual car wash, hold the wash wand
no closer than ten (10") inches to the surface of the graphic.
Other Cleaning Tips - Do not use abrasive cleaners on your
graphic.
Winter Weather - Avoid using an ice scraper on the graphic.
Rear window defrosters will not cause damage to the graphic.
Using the rear defroster will shorten the time it takes to dry the
glass after being exposed to wet weather.
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CAUTION

Do NOT Apply to the Following: Windshields, Driver
Door Window or Passenger Door Window. Please
consult your local laws regarding the application
of this material to vehicle glass.

Condensation Effects: Rain, Snow and Car Washes can all
contribute to poor to zero visibility through your Adventure
Graphic. Use a towel to dry the surface of the image before
driving your vehicle for a clearer view.

